
 

 

Public Art Commission Meeting, August 2, 2016, 6pm                        

PAC Members Present:David De Celis (Chair), Christopher Sokolowski, Danielle Sauve, Alex Van 

Praagh, Bertha Pentoja 

Not Present: Hue, Dina Deitsch 

Staff: Lillian Hsu, Jeremy Gaucher 

Public: Xhulio Binjaku- MIT Architecture student 

 

1.  Introductions and June Minutes 

Send June in advance of September for review. 

 

2. PAC Membership 

Christopher (December) and Hue have decided to roll off the PAC at the end of their current term. 

Christopher sent a colleague as a recommendation for a replacement for PAC. LH will invite to a 

meeting and see if there is interest. 

 

Judy Ann Goldman and Cecily Miller have been moved forward by CM and will be voted on by City 

Council in September.  

Jason recommends to keep PAC membership to 7 members.  

 

3. Traffic Calming 

Discussed in April. We currently have a balance of $35,000, accruing $3,000 in 1% funds per year 

from the City’s traffic calming budget. The question the Commission began to consider is how we 

should use these funds – either continue to build the balance or spend it now, and if spending it now, 

how should it be spent. Holding a traffic calming design competition was an idea. LH listed some 

current traffic calming sites due for construction.  Danielle mentioned Granite Street as a dangerous 

intersection. April minutes show some PAC members suggesting light projects, interactive, replicable 

ideas. Many ideas were discussed - perhaps have a prototype as an example. What should be the 

structure of the process? What process would achieve the goals of these traffic calming funds? Open 

call for proposals? Or RFQ? Or both?  Would we pay for proposals – or just solicit concepts, not 

flushed out proposals at first? What parameters should be set?  It was agreed that we ask for general 

brief concept ideas, then select a number to pay for developed proposals: We issue a Call for Ideas; a 

committee reviews and selects like 4-5; we pay a stipend $500 each to develop a specific proposal; 

one proposal is selected. We could exhibit all the submitted ideas in the gallery, as we did for the 

Cambridge Street competition. After the committee selects 5, those finalists’ proposals could be ex-

hibited in a second show.  

 

Additional thoughts: The proposals should be presented as executable, for a budget of $30k, and rep-

licable or with a variations possible. The Call should give a sense of scale and show examples of fu-

ture sites. Explain traffic calming. Maybe show examples of existing traffic calming projects. 

 



 

 

4.  Outreach Discussion 

David revisited his idea of PAC advocacy for greater connection between public art and the educa-

tional system. David was on hiring committee for new CPS art teachers, which got him thinking 

about getting teachers more involved in our program. There is energy at the beginning of the school 

year. David suggested the possibility of sending an open invitation, welcoming teachers back to 

school and inviting them to our PAC tour in October. Is there a way to get the teachers more involved 

by educating them about our collection? What projects would be good for middle or lower school 

kids to get them excited about public art? Can we suggest ways in which the teachers could fold the 

sites into their curriculum? Can we present the resource and other CAC programs - grants, etc. These 

initiatives would build our network, especially with people who have direct contact with youth. Par-

ent governance group saw presentation by Elaine Koury, former director of Visual and Performing 

Arts (VPA) program. David thinks we have VPA folks that need to know more about us. Maybe fin-

ish the tour with food and drink. David suggested sending a letter through VPA (Brian), Leo (assis-

tant) is getting Brian’s job. Middle/lower has about 8 art teachers. The joint tour will also allow the 

teachers to network. November meeting is PAC/Advisory. October 4 for possible date. Lillian will 

draft letter.  

 

5.  Updates 

KOCSUS Project: LH presented plans. Architects just began schematic design phase.  

Goldstar Pool: had designated 20k to re-commission Todd McKie to create new mural design for the 

pool. After initial meetings, Todd withdrew because of medical reasons. In order to still have public 

art at the Pool, LH is looking to integrate Randal Thurston, who just designed a proposal for Green 

Line Extension (GLX) Lechmere station, with similar directive to design for standard architectural 

materials for vertical surfaces. The GLX project has been cut due to overall funding. The pool will 

have a perimeter fence with visibility. Also a vertical wall in back, visible through the fence. LH 

showed the architects Randal’s Lechmere proposal, and they liked it. Randal would develop a spe-

cific proposal to present to architects using his research of materials and fabricators he did for the 

MBTA project.  

 

Randal will present ideas to PAC. David recommends re: color of gray and lighting - make sure ideas 

translate specifically to lighting at KO site. Integrate working with architects who are interested in 

working with the glass.  

 

KOCSU School: Nova contract finalized. Setting up Skype meeting with Architects in August. Need 

to figure out first in-person meeting. Schematic design by mid-September. Need to determine indoor 

space that serves both schools, and is visible from the street.  

Frisoli: playground will be torn up and replaced when school is re-open. Will remove and re-site the 

Coogan sculptures. Will ask CM for 10k. Not part of original place. 

 

Other updates: 

Bike racks Main St: fabricated in stainless and re-installed. 

Sidewalk Poetry: We now have completed stamps for 5 poems from 2015 and 5 from 2016. We have 

installed 2, with the remainder to be installed this year. The project is funded by public works. The 



 

 

stamps cost between $200 and $700 each, depending on the length of the poem. Installation cost is 

integrated with the overall contract that DPW carries yearly with concrete contractor.  

Port Infrastructure project: LH is working on the grant program, which is viewed very favorably by 

the neighborhood group LH has been working, in partnership with the Community Art Center. Guide-

lines and About the Program documents are drafted, and are currently working with the group to cre-

ate application questions and values for the grant program. Jeremy is working on developing web 

form to accept proposals. LH doing other outreach. 

Fern St: planning to install Sept/Oct. 

CRA Third and Binney plaza: little temporary plaza that has been opened up and could be open for 5 

years. Carlos Peralta of CRA found our first version of bicycle racks and will install them there. They 

have food trucks during the week, are adding seating, and will add plantings - basically found objects 

from around the city. LH made a call to artists to propose temporary projects and performances. Sev-

eral responses have come in to date. There is no stated funding. David would also encourage installa-

tions particular to seasons, referring to Michael Van Valkenburg’s installation at Radcliffe years ago 

with a drip line along the top of a fence creating a wall of ice patterns. Perhaps a winter call? 

Xhulio is proposing a long communal table for the lot, to add a place for people to spend more time.  

PAYC is installing an artsy shade structure for one week.  

 

Jeremy notified Members of his leaving the Arts Council Aug 15. Lillian will be seeking an interim 

replacement. Permanent hiring process takes some time with the city. LH will share the call for the 

position. 

 

Things noticed: David shared notes from his visit to Manos Machina in NY, hand-made vs machine 

made, extended until Labor Day. 

 

Next meet: September 6, 6pm 

 

Meeting adjourned:  8:00pm  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


